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Study
remaps
cancer,
therapy

OCTOBER WILDFIRES » EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Novato’s Buck Institute
researchers part of effort
to reclassify disease

How ready are we
for the next disaster?

By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Researchers at Novato’s Buck
Institute participated in a study
culminating a 10-year, $300 million government-funded effort
described as “rewriting the
book” on cancer and pointing
to new ways to treat the disease
expected to strike 1.7 million
Americans and cause more than
600,000 deaths this year.
The study’s ultimate product,
called the PanCancer Atlas and
published Thursday as a collection of 27 papers in several academic journals, was based on
state-of-the-art technology and
analysis that determined the genetic and molecular makeup of
more than 10,000 tumors representing 33 types of cancer.
Scientists involved in the
study said it overhauled the
century-old classification of the
nation’s second-leading cause of
death.
“It will turn the whole science of cancer treatment on its
head,” said Christopher Benz,
a founding faculty member at
TURN TO CANCER » PAGE A5

LOOMING TRADE WAR
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“When Mother Nature wants to show us who is boss, she will, and there will be nothing we can do to stop it,” says Jack Piccinini, retired fire chief
for Rincon Valley and Windsor fire districts, who pauses on the edge of Santa Rosa’s Fountaingrove neighborhood where the Tubbs fire hit in October.

As county officials learn from missteps, some solutions slowly come to light
By JULIE JOHNSON

China warns
retaliation on
new US tariffs

By DAMIAN PALETTA, DAVID
J. LYNCH AND HEATHER LONG
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump ordered his chief
trade negotiator to consider imposing tariffs on an additional
$100 billion of Chinese products
Thursday, in a dramatic escalation of his trade war with China.
In the latest barb, China’s
commerce ministry said that
“China has very detailed
countermeasures” and will
“fight at any cost” to defend its
economic interests, drawing the
world’s two largest economies
into a deeper confrontation.
Trump’s
announcement
would impose tariffs on a significant share of imported Chinese goods that enter the United
States — $505.6 billion last year.
It comes a day after China
issued a list of tariffs against
$50 billion in U.S. goods, including
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ix months after Linda Tunis died in her
home at Journey’s End mobile home
park in northern Santa Rosa during
the Tubbs fire, her daughter still questions
whether she could have saved her.
Jessica Tunis didn’t know the fire she
could see from her Rincon Valley home
was destroying Fountaingrove and heading
toward her mother’s house off Mendocino
Avenue. She was focused on the elderly
residents in an
COMING SUNDAY
apartment buildNorth Bay survivors of the ing she manages,
October wildfires trying to making sure they
move forward six months were awake and
after the disaster.
prepared to evacuate. The 2:08 a.m.
warning message she received from the
Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office troubles her
still. It indicated the fire had already leapt
Highway 101 to the west of Journey’s End.
“I keep going through it a million times
in my mind,” Jessica Tunis, 49, said.
“What could I have done to save her? My
brain won’t stop six months later. I still
have nightmares.”
The October fires in Sonoma County killed 24 people and burned nearly
5,300 homes. It exposed clear failings in
the county’s preparations for a large-scale
emergency, most significantly its ineffective public warnings, which drew widespread criticism and spurred lawmakers
and others to consider quicker and more
effective ways of warning people in cata-
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Charred debris smolders as fires continue to burn Oct. 9 at Journey’s End mobile home park,
where resident Linda Tunis died, next to Highway 101 in Santa Rosa.
strophic natural disasters.
The Northern California firestorm was
the most deadly and destructive wildfire
disaster in California history, killing 44
people across four counties — Sonoma,
Napa, Mendocino and Yuba. More than
100,000 residents were forced to flee and
about 6,200 homes were destroyed in the
North Bay.

The crisis illuminated several failures
and missteps by emergency authorities,
including:
■ The slow and uneven mobilization of
California’s nationally renowned firefighting force;
■ The inability of local 911 dispatch
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New look at blue-collar TV fare
REVIVAL TREND » After megahit return of ‘Roseanne,’ more
networks look to decipher and recreate successful formula
By LYNN ELBER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Roseanne Barr, left, and Laurie Metcalf appear in a
scene from the hit series reboot of “Roseanne.” The
ABC sitcom is part of a still-expanding reboot trend.
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LOS ANGELES — The instant-hit
status of “Roseanne” is triggering the
enduring Hollywood impulse to copycat success.
Even with series pilots nearing
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completion for the 2018-19 TV season,
producers are eagerly pitching revivals of sitcoms that, like “Roseanne,”
had their day 20 or 30 years ago, according to an industry insider. There
are networks and streaming services
trying to figure out how to create
projects that similarly resonate with
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TV LISTINGS CHANGE: Our daily TV guide has

moved online at pressdemocrat.com/tv-listings

viewers, said veteran movie and TV
screenwriter Lionel Chetwynd.
The ABC sitcom is part of a still-expanding reboot trend that’s brought
TV back to the future and includes
revamped versions of “Will & Grace,”
“One Day at a Time” and “The
X-Files,” and the upcoming “Murphy
Brown.”
That doesn’t mean viewers should
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